
MBIORAKDUM OH P. JROBLr.R (111). DET/COW*. 

This witness reports in laghand, and a; pears 
to be a good reporter. Nearly all the speeches reported by 
him were made in the vernacular and interpreted for him by 
native detectives. Witness states that at the meetings 
he reported, no interpreters were used to interpret into 
Hnglish or Afrikaans to the audiencet and he therefore had 
to rely on his own police interpreters. p. 6699 f (34). 

He concedes that it was impossible for him 
to record all that was said, p. 67 0 (34), and although at 
one stage le stated that he wrote down every thing, his own 
interpreter told him, he later retracted tiis statement and 
said it was impossible for him to do this. p. 6100 (34). 

He also conceded that he is not certain that 
everything he recorded was oorreotly placed in its context. 

rwvwi ppt 
p. 6637 (34), attention is drawn to two speeches made at 
Ex. G. 906. 

this meeting-one by Mini (104) and the other 
by an unknown African. These speeches 
contain a number of peculiar and inconsistent 
themes - a mixture of what appears to be an 
invitation to take xiiaa violent act on, to 
drive the white people out of the country -
statements that people overseas have •&uauBi«» 
tion which is waiting to be sent to H.A. and 
statements that support the necessity to 
suffer passively in order to obtain 
"Freedom". Attention is also drawn to the 
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statement by ,yilni (104) that the A.N.C. 
leaders had gon<~ t> China but had been chased 
out of that country - and to one of the other 
speakers who said that he was Intending to 
fly to Russia to report conditions in .A. 
If these speeches are correctly recorded 
then thay are an indlcatlonof very muddled 
t Inking on the part of the speakers, who 
do not seem to be able to develop any con-
sistent these and on occasion make obviously 
Inconsistent statements. I think It 
possible however, that the \ ollce Interpreter 
who was interpreting for the witness is per-
haps responsible for the peculiar statements 
which Grobler has reoorded. This inter-
preter's name is Msufe&g and is not the sane 
person who interpreted for Grobler at nest-
ing Ko. 518 which is quite obviously very 
njuch better recorded. This Interpreter, 
rloukhe, gave evidence at p. 6705, and was 
u r n x-examined at pp. 6706 to 6711 (34), 
and It clearly emerges that no reliance can 
be plnocd upon him as an interpreter. Indeed 
he concedes that he does not consider himself 
qualified as an interpreter in the Afrikaans 
language 6706 (3<0. lie oonclud s his evidence 
by saying, "I do try to convey what the persoi 
sajm, then it is for the man who writes to 
improve what I say." p. 6711, (34)« 

- VI Sy r.G , 
;r- RY FiT-JA (N.A.h 

"....die Poliaie rnoet nie gehinder word nie, 
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hulle moot et handhaaf". p.l, 6* 985* 

(111). 11 One hot plana® gem^ak ono vryhold t® kry 
soar dlt ia ni® g«kry ni®. One sal lybel 8® 
swaar pad vat. 1 st an die aold at® daar 
one moet daa® d«urgaan, .nderkant di® 
do i kole sal one Vryheld kry...die nenc® 
aoet ni® vlr dl® Folisi® skrik ni®. ulle 
doen hull® verk." Q. 9 35# p.l. 

C1K0 "Heno® rnoet ni® skrik vir die Poliel® nl®, 
hulle doen hull® werk. as dl® olleie m nee 
hier koa haol moet one hulle net so kyk, 
hull® doon hullo werk. 0. 985» P.2. 

(111). "One bakloi ni®, one vra n«t vir *n 
stukke brood". G. 987» p.l. 
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